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Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. You'll love getting behind the wheel
of this Chevrolet Suburban LS, which is complete with amenities such as a rear air conditioning,
a leather interior, the Homelink system, and anti-lock brakes. It comes with a 8 Cylinder engine.
You can trust this SUV because it has a crash test rating of 4 out of 5 stars! Keep the tunes
going with features like CD player. Save time with the Homelink system. Call today to take this
vehicle for a spin! We'll buy your vehicle even if you don't buy ours. Our quick no haggle
experience allows you to buy easier and faster. Due to our current high volume sales our
inventory changes quickly and frequently. Please contact us to make sure the vehicle you are
interested in is still available. Our Internet pricing is based on cash sale purchases. Financing is
available on select inventory depending on year miles and individual credit score acceptable to
third party lenders. Visit Car Sales Express online at Didn't pass our inspection but could be
useful to you. If you are handy and looking for a project or parts truck this one is for you!
Vehicle must be towed away. Recent Arrival! This is a fresh trade that has not and will not be
serviced. This is just an alternative to taking it to the auction. Here at Glassman Automotive we
believe in delivering superior service and respect for our customers time. With Glassman
Assurance you can expect us to go above and beyond your expectations. We don't want to sell
you a car we want to ''Help you buy one''. Welcome to Shea Automotive! Stop on in or call to
schedule a test drive! Good credit, or bad credit, we are able to offer rates as low as 3. Come to
the Sherman Oaks region and consult with us about selling your car. Our low overhead allows
us to offer you more money. If you are in need of returning a lease, come to our dealership and
we may even be able to buy out your lease return and save you penalty fees, especially if you
are over your mileage limit or have a minor damage on your car! Call or visit our Pre-owned Car
Dealership today! Great price! Full size SUV with room for your whole family. V8, 3rd row
seating and more. Please contact our internet sales department at The remained in the Salem,
OR area where it was routinely dealer serviced and properly cared for until where it was pass on
to its second ownership in southern Washington State. This Suburban is presented in its
original factory Summit White exterior paint over all original Gray leather interior. It is powered
but its 5. Above its well-appointed standard features, this Suburban comes fully optioned with
the following: LT Preferred equipment group to include 6-way power heated driver and
passenger bucket seats, In dash 6 disc CD player with rear seat audio controls and Bose
Premium speakers, 1st and 2nd row leather seating surfaces, power fold and adjust heated
outside mirrors with turn signal and driver side auto self dimming, Electronic Climate Control,
Onstar Communication System and Steering wheel mounted controls. Other factory options
include: Electric sliding sunroof, air bag side impact driver and front passenger, locking rear
differential, towing package to include trailering equipment and transmission oil cooler, lift gate
with lift glass, Cargo package, 16 inch aluminum wheels, Homelink Universal transmitter etc.
Today, as a result of responsible ownership and at miles, this remains in quite remarkable, all
original condition in all areas. The Summit White exterior paint shows excellent with minimal
expected wear, the grey leather interior is wonderful in all areas with very minor expected wear
on the driver seat, the engine compartment is clean and tidy. Mechanically, this Suburban
performs excellent, the motor pulls strong, transmission shifts smooth, the 4 wheel drive
engages and disengages seamlessly, it tracks straight and stops true. The example here stands
extremely tall amongst its peers and has plenty of life and utility to offer its new owner. So that
we can offer you the best pre-owned vehicle that money can buy. A-1 Auto Wholesale is known
for having the best quality vehicles for the Best Prices in town! A-1 Auto wholesale strives on
passing down great prices to our customers. A business committed to treating our customers
with care they deserve! Call us today at to schedule a test drive! Gary Russ Chevrolet-Cadillac,
for the hassle-free and professional buying experience you deserve. No Fuss with Russ.
Pre-Auction Car. This vehicle failed to meet Breakaway Honda's retail used car inspection.
Some of these Pre-Auction cars are unreliable or unsafe based on Breakaway Honda's
standards and are therefore deemed "Tow Away";. No Warranty is expressed or implied. Prices
are Non-Negotiable. Cars will not be held. Cash or Certified Funds are required at time of
purchase. Drivers License and Proof of Insurance required. Free Car Fax Available. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 3, Cylinders 8 cylinders 3, Fuel Economy. Vehicle
Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Price Drop. Not
provided. No accidents. Close Deery Brothers of Ames, Inc. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of
3, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I bought my 4WD 'burban new and finally gave it to the
kids at , miles. Very reliable and got over 17mpg on freeway! Extremely comfortable to drive and
handled like a luxury car. My other 4WD owning friends referred to it as "the pillow barge". I
wish i still had it. Sign Up. Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body

Style. Start a Loan Request Form Today! Used Cars. By Make. TrailBlazer Traverse Trax. New By
Year. Used By Year. Filter Results reset. Drivetrain 4WD 5. Trim LS 4. Z71 1. Quick Specs.
Engine Gas V8, 5. Drivetrain Four Wheel Drive. Passenger Capacity 9. Passenger Doors 4. Body
Style Sport Utility. Dimensions Vehicle. Rear Door Type Cargo Doors. Gross Axle Wt Rating Front lbs Gross Combined Wt Rating lbs 13, Curb Weight - Rear lbs Gross Axle Wt Rating - Rear
lbs Gross Vehicle Weight Rating Cap lbs Curb Weight - Front lbs Third Hip Room in Second
Head Room in Third Leg Room in Front Shoulder Room in Second Hip Room in Front Head
Room in Second Leg Room in Third Shoulder Room in Front Hip Room in Third Head Room in
Front Leg Room in Second Shoulder Room in Wheelbase in Height, Overall in Ground
Clearance, Rear in 8. Ground to Top of Load Floor in Overhang, Front in Ground Clearance,
Front in 9. Cargo Area Width Beltline in Cargo Area Length Floor to Seat 3 in Cargo Area Length
Floor to Seat 1 in Cargo Box Width Wheelhousings in Cargo Area Length Floor to Seat 2 in
Cargo Box Area Height in Fuel Economy Fuel Tank. Fuel Tank Capacity, Approx gal
Performance Specs Engine. Engine Order Code LM7. Fuel System SFI. Engine Type Gas V8.
Engine Oil Cooler NA. Displacement 5. Clutch Size in NA. Transfer Case Gear Ratio :1 , Low 2.
Drivetrain 4-Wheel Drive. First Gear Ratio :1 3. Sixth Gear Ratio :1 NA. Transfer Case Model New
Venture Trans Description Cont. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 0. Trans Order Code M Second Gear Ratio
:1 1. Reverse Ratio :1 2. Transfer Case Gear Ratio :1 , High 1. Again NA. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 NA.
Seventh Gear Ratio :1 NA. Trans Type 4. Third Gear Ratio :1 1. Brake Type Power. Front Brake
Rotor Diam x Thickness in Disc - Front Yes or Yes. Rear Brake Rotor Diam x Thickness in Disc Rear Yes or Yes. Drum - Rear Yes or NA. Steering Type Speed Sensitive Pwr. Turning Diameter Curb to Curb ft Steering Ratio :1 , On Center Turning Diameter - Wall to Wall ft Front Wheel Size
in 16 x 7. Spare Wheel Material Steel. Front Wheel Material Aluminum. Rear Wheel Size in 16 x 7.
Rear Wheel Material Aluminum. Spare Wheel Size in 16 x 7. Stabilizer Bar Diameter - Front in 1.
Suspension Type - Front Torsion Bar. Axle Type - Rear Semi-floating. Shock Absorber Diameter
- Front mm Spring Capacity - Rear lbs Axle Ratio :1 - Front 3. Stabilizer Bar Diameter - Rear in 1.
Axle Capacity - Front lbs Shock Absorber Diameter - Rear mm Axle Type - Front Independent.
Axle Ratio :1 - Rear 3. Spring Capacity - Front lbs Axle Capacity - Rear lbs Safety Features
Safety. Air Bag-Frontal-Driver Yes. Air Bag-Frontal-Passenger Yes. Brakes-ABS Yes. Daytime
Running Lights Yes. Traction Control No. Night Vision No. Rollover Protection Bars No. Fog
Lamps No. Parking Aid No. Tire Pressure Monitor No. Back-Up Camera No. Stability Control No.
Lap safety belt at all inboard seat positions Daytime running lights. Warranty Warranty. Basic
Years 3. Corrosion Years 6. Drivetrain Years 3. Roadside Assistance Years 3. Other Specs
Cooling System. Total Cooling System Capacity qts Maximum Alternator Watts NA. Maximum
Alternator Capacity amps Looking for other models of the Chevrolet Suburban? Gas Mileage.
Rear Wheel Drive. Passenger Capacity. All Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc.
Read our Cookie Policy. The name started in for the U. It has traditionally been one of General
Motors' most profitable vehicles. It now comes with three engine options: a 5. It was also briefly
marketed as a Holden. Cadillac offers a version called the Escalade ESV. A iSeeCars. The
Westchester Suburban name was, in fact, a trademark of U. Body and Forging Co. Chevrolet
began production of its all-steel "carryall-suburban" in These vehicles were also known as the
"Suburban Carryall" until GM shortened the name to simply "Suburban". GMC's equivalent to
the Chevrolet model was originally named "Suburban" as well, until being rebranded as "Yukon
XL" for the model year. With the end of production of the Dodge Town Wagon in and the
Plymouth Fury Suburban station wagon in , only General Motors continued to manufacture a
vehicle branded as a "Suburban", and GM was awarded an exclusive trademark on the name in
The Suburban of today is a full-size SUV upgraded to extended length from onward to make
room for the then-new K5 Blazer that debuted in with three rows of seating, a full pickup truck
frame, and V8 engine. It is one of the few station wagons available with all bench rows. The
extra length provides a full-sized cargo area behind the 9 passenger seating area. It would
return as an exclusive to rental, fleet, and government services with the eleventh generation
starting with the model year with a 4WD LS and LT trim option, but soft sales would result in
Chevrolet discontinuing production on this feature in In recent years, the Suburban has been
used as a police truck , fire chief's vehicle , or EMS vehicle. Suburbans are also used as
limousines. Gothic black Suburban vehicles are commonly used by federal intelligence
services, such as Secret Service for example. Secret Service operates fully armored versions of
the Suburban for the President of the United States when he attends less formal engagements.
Sales were low and GM withdrew the model in from Holden's lineup. In , the Suburban
commemorated its 80th anniversary at General Motors Arlington Assembly Plant where the 10
millionth Suburban was produced. In a February 26, article celebrating the vehicle's 83rd year,
Car and Driver notes that the Suburban's longevity is due to being one of GM's best selling
brands, its appeal to customers across the board regardless of race, gender, class, or political

affiliation, and a unique loyalty to the SUV. And they love their Suburbans. On December 5, , The
Chevrolet Suburban became the first vehicle to be awarded a star on the Hollywood Walk of
Fame by the Hollywood Chamber of Commerce for its excellence in film and television, having
appeared in more than 1, films and television series since , and can also claim to have appeared
in at least one television series every year since , and at least one film every year since , the
most ever for an automobile of any type. The star, placed at the corner of Hollywood Boulevard
and Highland Avenue, will also carry the Chevrolet "Bowtie" symbol instead of the
entertainment symbols film, stage, television, radio, musical instruments, and recording artist ,
another first for the Walk of Fame. There have been a total of twelve generations of Chevrolet
Suburbans since its debut, the latest due to go on sale in spring as a model. Much of the body
was constructed from wood and could seat up to eight occupants. The actual first-generation
model was offered by Chevrolet as a "Carryall Suburban" â€” a tough, no-nonsense load carrier
featuring a station wagon body on the chassis of a small truck. Focused on functionality, the
concept was literally to "carry all": the whole family and their gear were to find sufficient space
in one truck. Seating for up to eight occupants was available, with three in the front row, two in
the middle row, and three in the rear row. Suburbans were built in model years , , and It was also
produced during the war as a military transport vehicle. Models with rear panel doors were
designated "," while those with tailgates were designated " The GMC version was equipped with
a cubic-inch 6-cylinder engine. It shared much of its mechanicals with the AK Series trucks.
This model generation was based on the Chevrolet Advance Design series of pickups.
Beginning in , the Hydra-Matic 4-speed automatic transmission was available in GMC models
and in the model year Chevrolet Suburbans. This was the last series to feature " Canopy
express " models. The design of the Suburban would inspire the design of the Chevrolet HHR
over half a century later. All Chevrolet and GMC truck models received new styling that included
a flatter hood, front fenders flush with the body, and a trapezoid grill. Engines included I-6 and
the small-block V8s. Chevrolet used its V8 engine, later evolving it to a cubic-inch version. GMC
based their V8 on a Pontiac design. Standard Suburban model numbers continued from the
previous series, but the introduction of four-wheel-drive models in added the numbers "" for
4WD Suburbans with panel doors, and "" for 4WD Suburbans with tailgates. Although not
documented due to a fire that destroyed the records, the production of Suburban Pickups is
understood to be or fewer each model year it was offered from â€” The styling of the â€” model
year took cues from the late s Chevrolet vehicles and had large oval ports above the grille. Front
independent suspension was new for From onwards, the hood styling was more conservative,
with hoods that eliminated the large ports. In , the front glass area was updated to a flatter
windshield and larger door glass. This model series introduced a factory-equipped 4WD "K"
option for the first time. The 2WD "C" models introduced a torsion bar -based independent front
suspension and trailing arm and coil spring rear, but by , returned to a more conventional
coil-spring approach. Engine options included I-6 and small-block V8s. This was actually from
GMCs medium-duty truck line. It featured high torque but was also notable for poor fuel
economy. Transmissions were a 3-speed and 4-speed manual, the automatic Powerglide, and
the dual-range Hydramatic in the GMC models. A passenger conversion was done by Stageway
of Fort Smith, Ark. The 6th generation Suburbans featured a single driver-side door and two
passenger-side doors, and were available in both 2WD and 4WD models. For the first time, a
three-quarter-ton version was available. It also became a larger size vehicle as well with the
introduction of the K5 Blazer that debuted in for the model year. The Comfort-Tilt steering wheel
became optional in This generation of Suburban coincided with the rapid growth of the
recreational vehicle market. While only about 6, Suburbans were produced in , by that number
had grown to some 27, In , Chevrolet in Brazil introduced a 5-door version of the Suburban
called C known as Veraneio from onwards, which is Portuguese for "summertime". It was based
on the contemporary Brazilian Chevrolet C It was initially powered with a Chevrolet 4. Later it
used the CID 4. The Brazilian version of the Suburban was also converted to the current
generation at the time and lasted until , was called the Grand Blazer, a successor to the
Veraneio. The 4. It also cited the vehicle's design as "baroque" and summed it up as "a s
Brazilian crossover. Suburbans for model year [36] now had two doors on each side the
previous generation had just one door on the driver's side , front-and-rear air conditioning , a
baggage rack, a heater under the third seat and step-plates for easier access. The V8 was
dropped for , supplanted by the and small block V8's in The was dropped after , leaving the as
the only available engine in K-series Suburbans as the was not yet offered in 4x4's. In a new 6.
Except for the discontinuation of the V8 in , the engine line-up continued mostly unchanged,
with the , , and 6. Three-speed Turbo Hydra-Matic and automatic transmissions were available,
and the four-speed Turbo Hydra-Matic R4 was introduced in and was available with the small
block and 6. Towing packages, with lower axle ratio and heavy-duty cooling additions, were

optional. Trim options included base Scottsdale level and upgraded Silverado versions. An
optional 3rd-row bench seat allowed for nine-passenger configurations. A rear heating system
was optional. For model year , automatic locking front hubs were added for shift-on-the-move
four-wheel drive models, and the NP transfer case replaced the NP in most models. For ,
asbestos was removed from rear brakes. For , a new grille was used. For model year , the
method of fuel delivery for the engines was switched from carburetors to electronic fuel
injection. However, for the cubic inch or 7. Suburban gained rear-wheel anti-lock braking
system ABS for the model year. A heavy-duty four-speed automatic transmission, the 4LE was
added for The similar pickup truck models had switched to the newer platforms in the model
year. Both 2WD and 4WD models, designated "C" and "K", were offered, as well as half-ton and
three-quarter-ton "" and "" models. The base engine for all variants was the small-block 5. The
big-block 7. The optional 6. The 6. Ground clearance was 6. Transmissions included the 4L60
four-speed automatic in the series, and the heavier duty 4L80 four-speed automatic in the series
and the series fitted with the 6. The manual transmission option from the previous generation
was dropped. The GMT series introduced independent front suspension. The 2WD models used
coil springs and 4WD models used torsion bars in the front suspension. All models used a live
axle and leaf springs in the rear. Top speed of a Suburban is governed on the engine for
economy. Trim options included a base-level version, the LS, and the LT. Interior seating
arrangements allowed for either bucket or bench seating in the first row and optional third-row
bench. The vehicle could be configured from two- to nine-passenger seating. Over the model's
lifetime there were three trim levels: a base model, the LS and the LT. Not to be confused with
the trim variants is the model code, designated K8. The Holden's interior differed from that of
the American version, whereby the dashboard of the Chevrolet Blazer was used instead.
However, it had to be stretched on the passenger left side to fit in the larger Suburban. A bench
seat came standard on the entry-level variant as well as the LS, but the more expensive LT
received bucket seats. With the omission of the center seat, the LT has a maximum seating
capacity of eight, compared to nine. Creature comforts standard in all models included a LCD
compass in the rear-view mirror , a tilt adjustable steering wheel , a driver's airbag , ABS brakes
, and dual-zone air conditioning. To further up the ante, the LT gained electric front seats,
leather trim, and a horizontally slated, two-part tailgate. This came as opposed to the "barn
doors" found on the other specifications. The Suburban was offered with the choice of either a
5. Regardless of the engine specified, the truck was equipped with a four-speed automatic
transmission. However, what differed was the type of transmission. The vehicle's fuel efficiency
has been rated at To combat the extra payload and towing capacity of the diesel, an improved
braking package, as well as super heavy duty axles and suspension were fitted. Unlike the
Suburbans, these vehicles were not available to the general public, nor did they bear Holden
badging. They also were not built as right-hand-drives from the factory like the Suburban was;
the same company that handled the ambulance conversion Jakab Ambulance in Tamworth also
switched the steering to the other side. Optional was a pushbutton 4WD with a low-range
transfer case. A tow hitch with a trailer wiring plug was optional. For , Chevrolet's long-serving
5. New engines were Vortec 5. This rebranding continues to the present day. The shorter "
wheelbase became the Yukon and the full-length " wheelbase became the Yukon XL. For , the 6.
The new Vortec 8. Quadrasteer four-wheel steering was added as an option on models only.
Base models were discontinued, leaving LS and LT. The Vortec L59 variant in the series added
flex-fuel capability. For , all GM full-size trucks received an upgraded interior, with better-quality
materials and other enhancements. Adjustable pedals were added as an option, and the
instrument cluster-mounted Driver Information Center was improved and monitored up to 34
vehicle functions. A Panasonic DVD system was added as an option. GM's Stabilitrak system
was added, and Quadrasteer became available on series Suburbans. For , series Suburbans
received the Hydroboost braking system that was previously introduced in the series. The
Mexican-market Suburban received a front end update this year, matching that of the Silverado.
The model year saw the long-standard side-hinged panel doors discontinued in favor of the
formerly optional liftgate. All engines switched to an all-electric cooling system to reduce power
loss and fuel consumption. OnStar also became standard across the board. The catalytic
converters were relocated closer to the engine. The XM radio antenna and the OnStar antenna
were combined into a single unit. The new models were redesigned with more modern, less
boxy styling, [56] already seen on the previously released Tahoes and Yukons. The exterior
features a more aerodynamic shape, made partly by a steeply raked windshield angle. The
interior has a redesigned dashboard and improved seats. LT2 and LT3 models have leather
seating and available 6-, 7-, and 8-passenger seating. All Mexican-built Suburbans including the
9-seat models offer the special two-tone leather seating used by the Z For the model year, in
which U. Additionally, radios that are standard in all trims got a USB port, allowing for music to

be played from auxiliary devices through the radio, as well as charging other small electronics.
Minor front end changes including a slightly raised front bumper and side torso airbags were
also made standard for Chevrolet says that the anniversary edition will be limited to 2, units
because of the amount of white diamond paint GM can procure. The 5. The 8. In addition, the
trailering package will feature the trailer brake controller as a standard on all trims. For the
model year, trailer sway control and Hill Start Assist become standard on all trims, while the
LTZ trim added a heated steering wheel and Side Blind Zone Alert as a standard. Also new is
Powertrain Grade Braking, normal mode. The model arrived at Chevrolet dealers in June For the
model year, power-adjustable pedals, remote vehicle starter system, and rear parking assist
along with rear vision camera and inside mirror with camera display became standard on the
Suburban LS trims. Concord Metallic which was supposed to be available for the MY was added
to the Suburban color offerings for the models. The towing capacity of the Suburban was
unmatched, but also uncontested due to the discontinuation of the Ford Excursion in The
Suburban was originally sourced from Silao, Mexico from to but was moved to the Arlington,
Texas assembly plant for the model year, where production of all GM fullsize SUVs was
consolidated after the closing of the Janesville plant. The designs and concepts were created
by GM's exterior design manager Chip Thole before his transfer to GM's Buick design studio in ,
who told Truck Trend "I start with what intuition tells me about the market and get the team
going on that. You look at trends around the industry â€” fashion, culture, what people are
buying, what they say they want now â€” and project that into the future. The fun part is putting
those ideas to paper and going from there. Production on the Suburban and Tahoe began in
December with the first completed SUVs being used for testing purposes. This now includes
inlaid doors that tuck into the door sills, instead of over them, improving aerodynamics, fuel
economy, and lessens interior noise. The hoods and liftgate panels are made of aluminum to
reduce vehicle weight, and the wiper blades that were located on the liftgate door were moved
to the rear spoiler located on the top of the rear liftgate window. Also noticeable is the SUV's
length, which expands from A more efficient, direct-injected EcoTec3 V8 powertrain 5. Like the
â€”14 version, both the Suburban and Yukon XL do not share a single piece of sheet metal or
lighting element with the brands' full-size pick-up trucks GMC Sierra and Chevy Silverado , and
the front grilles of both vehicles are slightly altered to give it their own identity. The front
headlights feature projector-beam headlamps that flank the Chevrolet-signature dual-port grille
â€” chrome on all models, sweeping into the front fenders, while the Tahoe, Suburban LTZ,
Yukon, and Yukon XL Denali trims feature projector-beam high-intensity discharge headlamps
and light-emitting diode daytime running lamps. The improved safety features included a degree
radar detection for crash avoidance and occupant protection and a high-tech anti-theft system
that now includes vertical and interior sensors, in-glass and window breaking, a triggering
alarm, and a shutdown device that prevents the vehicle from moving. The latter is expected to
address the issues regarding the constant thefts of the vehicles, especially with the previous
generation's removable seats and items left in the cargo space, which has become a target for
carjackers who see the third-row seats as valuable on the black market. Also new are the
addition of fold-flat second and third-row seats replacing the aforementioned removable third
seats , which is now a standard feature but can be equipped with an optional power-folding
feature for the upgraded trims, and an additional two inches of legroom for second-row
passengers. HD radio became a standard feature on all trims. Multiple USB ports and power
outlets are now spread throughout their interiors, including one volt, three-prong outlet on both
Suburban and Yukon XL, with the Suburban adding an available eight-inch color touch screen
radio with next-generation MyLink connectivity along with an available rear-seat entertainment
system with dual screens and Blu-ray DVD player, while the Yukon XL adds a standard
eight-inch-diagonal color touch screen radio with enhanced IntelliLink and available navigation.
The Yukon XL interior has more additional features that include seats stuffed with dual-firmness
foam, a standard Bose sound system and SD card slots, and laminated glass for the windshield
and front windows, decreasing interior noise. The Denali Yukon XLs comes equipped with
active noise-cancellation technology, with GM's third-generation magnetic ride control
suspension as a standard feature, which is only featured on the Suburban LTZ models, whose
upgraded features also includes a real-time damping system that delivers more precise body
motion control by "reading" the road every millisecond and changing damping in just five
milliseconds. The latter three will be the most expensive color trim options. The Suburban
received a new color palette, Brownstone Metallic , and added a hands-free power liftgate
feature that is standard on the LTZ but included on the LT with the optional Luxury Package.
The E85 capability feature is removed from retail orders. The Yukon XL's 6. For the model year
which commenced sales in July , the Chevrolet Suburban received more upgraded changes and
new features that included power-adjustable pedals, forward collision alert, IntelliBeam

headlamps, lane keep assist, and a safety alert seat as part of the newly introduced enhanced
driver alert package as an available option on the LS trim. A new liftgate shield was added to the
Theft Protection Package, along with the new lane keep assist which replaced the lane
departure warning. The capless fuel fill tanks became standard on all trims. The instrument
cluster was re-configured with a new multi-color enhancement and a heads-up display was
introduced as a standard only on the LTZ trim. However, only one of their phone brands at any
one time can be used, [] while the Android Auto option will only be available on LT and LTZ
trims featuring 8-inch screens. GM expanded newer 4G LTE features like detecting battery
failure and monitoring insurance discounts based on driver performance to model year
vehicles, including the Suburban, which GM cited as being the vehicle that is the most used
among data subscribers. The model year Chevrolet Suburban received upgraded changes after
it went on sale in August The LS trims also saw the badged "LS" lettering removed. The new
features include two new colors Blue Velvet Metallic and Pepperdust Metallic , two new inch
wheel options a 7-spoke Silver wheels with Chrome inserts for all trims; Ultra Bright machined
aluminum wheels with Bright Silver finish for Premier trim only , black roof rack cross rails as
part of the Texas Edition Package and All-Season Package , front active aero shutters all trims ,
and heated and vented seats Premier trim only. The model year Yukon XL also received similar
changes, but with a few exceptions. Two new colors, Dark Blue Sapphire Metallic and Mineral
Metallic were introduced, the latter exclusive to the Denali, which also added a new inch
ultra-bright aluminum wheels with midnight silver premium paint and a head-up display to its
features. The interior backlights changed from red to blue. The heated and vented driver and
front passenger seats are now standard on the SLT and Denali trims. The model year Suburban
had a few upgrades and deletions. The Yukon Denali XL received a new grille with a layered
appearance like the ones on its redesigned Acadia and Terrain brands, featuring
high-intensity-discharge headlights and LED daytime running lights. The refreshed design
provides better airflow to the radiator, and when less cooling air is needed, shutters behind the
grille close to improve aerodynamics and increase efficiency. The interior featured new ash
wood trim that GMC says gives the cabin a richer appearance. A new speed automatic
transmission was mated to its horsepower, 6. The Suburban will have both Havana Metallic and
Tungsten Metallic deleted in favor of a new Shadow Gray Metallic exterior color, while the top of
the line Premier will now have the name displayed on the tailgate. Consumer Reports added the
Suburban to their recommended list due to high owner satisfaction scores. The Suburban was
given a Hollywood Walk of Fame star on December 5, , one of two inanimate objects to be
awarded such Disneyland being the other , for its frequent appearances in film and television.
Because city regulations prohibit placing corporate names on public sidewalks including the
Walk of Fame, the star was instead placed in an area adjacent to the Walk of Fame. The eleventh
generation Suburban saw an increase in sales; April brought a The move also resulted in its
Arlington Assembly adding more hours and increasing its production from 48, SUVs to 60,
based on the expanding hours and added Saturday overtime shifts. The MY Suburban saw its
biggest sales increase in January , when it posted a They began entering dealerships in June
Based on the same GMT T1XX platform as the Silverado , the Suburban distinguished itself by
swapping that truck's live axle and leaf springs for an independent rear multilink suspension
setup with coil springs, thus lowering the floor of the vehicle and creating more room, in both
the cargo area and the second- and third-row seats. It gains 2. The towing capabilities were
increased with the twelfth generation models. Quad exhaust tailpipes are added to the vehicle,
giving it a more unique look, although this feature will only be standard on Premier and High
Country. This feature will not be offered on the LS, LT, Z71 and RST because of their
configuration as regular base, off-road, and street-centric level trims respectively, nor on all
trims with a Duramax option. Although it retained a boxy look, it added a more curvaceous
design with this change and adopted the same Chevrolet design language featuring the front
grille and distinct LED lighting that is also used on the Silverado, save for the black-grilled Z71
without the bumper and RST. The tailgate is more front and center, with the signature
"Suburban" name stretched across it. A combination of sheet metal and aluminum was used to
ensure a more lightweight vehicle. The dashboard and entertainment system have been fleshed
out, moving away from the traditional design. Newly updated features include a A new
push-button shifter column P, R, N, D is placed on the dashboard. Nine camera displays for
enhanced towing capabilities and a total of 30 additional safety features have been implemented
throughout the Suburban. An Air Ride Adaptive Suspension is standard on the higher trims,
likewise with an 8-inch driver screen. Another new feature, a power sliding console, will become
available later in late Summer or Fall The High Country Suburban will also have a Deluxe
package option with advance features that will be exclusive to this trim only. The Suburban will
also feature a Duramax diesel engine as an option available on all trims and packages except

for the Z71 [] for the first time, and so far the only brand outside its competitors to have this
option; a 3. The engine choices added up to improved fuel economy numbers, albeit with an
increased MPG for city and a decreased MPG for highway. Like the Suburban, the Yukon XL will
also feature an independent rear suspension, a 3. It also gains 4. The dashboard will have two
versions, one similar to the Suburban while a different one with a larger entertainment screen
will be exclusive to the Denali. The lineup of level trims also expanded as well, with the SLE,
SLT, and Denali now joined by the 4WD-exclusive AT4, the latter of which comes standard with
the Magnetic Ride Control electronically adaptive dampers, AT4-exclusive leather-appointed
seats, and stitching with a unique Jet Black interior color and Brandy accents, a heated steering
wheel, heated and ventilated front seats, heated second-row outboard seats, a two-speed
transfer case, inch Goodyear all-terrain tires, Traction Select System with off-road mode, hill
descent control, and skid plates. Each of the specialty versions were available at the LT and
Premier level trims. Both the Z71 and RST became the fourth and fifth level trims starting with
the twelfth generation Suburban for the model year, while the remaining continues as package
features. As with the previous Z71 Suburbans, this version continued to be offered in a 4WD LT
trim only, featuring a front skid plate, off-road tires mounted on inch wheels, a unique grille,
running boards, and "Z71" identification inside and out. Fog lamps, front tow hooks, and front
parking assist are also included. The Z71 package was modified again, as portions of the Z71
items added on the Texas Edition package as an optional feature by request from customers
was discontinued, making it a stand-alone package. The Z71 package was upgraded to a level
trim starting with the twelfth generation models. The Texas Edition Suburban, which became
part of the Texas Edition lineup along with the Tahoe and Silverado, was available in both LT
and LTZ trims for the model year, featuring a maximum trailering package, twenty-inch polished
aluminum wheels on LT models , twenty-two-inch premium painted aluminum wheels on LTZ
models , and an exclusive "Texas Edition" badge. The Suburban LT Signature Edition,
introduced in the model year, was an optional package trim, similar to the luxury package but
with less expensive features, available in the LT level trim only. This option was discontinued
after the model year but will be offered for the model year. This version became part of the
Signature Edition Suburban feature for the model year up until the model year. On August 13, ,
Chevrolet introduced a more upgraded version of the top of the line Premier level trim of the
Suburban, packaged as the Premier Plus, featuring a 6. The exterior features standard cross
rails, chrome power steps, and chrome exhaust tips. This feature was discontinued in the model
year. Originally at the time of the announcement, it was supposed to be available as an option
for the LT and Premier trims as a Performance Package that included a hp, 6. However, after the
press release Chevrolet confirmed that the RST Suburban would only be available as an
appearance package, as the 6. The packaged trim went on sale in July The RST package option
became a level trim with the twelfth generation Suburban for the model year. A HD Suburban
became available in as a model. However, this version, identified as a Class 3 vehicle around 10,
to 14, pound GVWR , is only available for sale to rental companies and commercial fleet entities
as a 4WD vehicle and will use the same design as the eleventh generation version, but uses a
different engine altogether. There is no 2WD or upgraded packages. This is
government-exclusive and available in 4WD LS and LT trims only, weighing around 11, pound
GVWR, inch machined aluminum wheels 8 lug , a high capacity air cleaner, amp alternator,
external engine oil cooler, and auxiliary transmission cooler. Although the vehicle has a high
GVWR, it is configured to provide a minimal towing capacity and is primarily intended for
conversion to an armored vehicle. The model year would be the last year for these two features,
as GM has decided not to carry them over to the twelfth generation models for the time being.
There was no diesel variant of the full-size SUVs for the model year versions. Afterwards,
Chevrolet made its parts available for order at Chevrolet Accessories. The rear windows are
removed. This partnership is a natural fit for me and this unique Suburban represents
everything I and my family want for our outdoor adventures. The Suburban is among the
selected vehicles that will be available with this option. The dashboard has additional controls
and dataplates. The truck also can be equipped with weapon supports in the cab, cargo
tie-down hooks, folding troop seats, pioneer tools, winches, and other military accessories. The
Enhanced Mobility Package EMP option adds an uprated suspension, 4-wheel anti-lock brakes,
a locking rear differential, beadlock tires, a tire pressure monitoring system, and other
upgrades. The first to sixth generations had panel truck models, the panel truck models were
replaced by the Chevrolet Greenbrier van , the Greenbrier van shared some of its components
and parts with the Chevrolet Apache , panel truck conversions of later generation Suburbans
are aftermarket conversions. The back doors of the Greenbier van were the ones from the Task
Force panel truck. The panel truck models were discontinued because the unibody-based vans
had become more popular than pickup truck-based vans. For the model year, the Suburban

received the U. Because of more stringent tests, and newer model ratings are not comparable to
â€” ratings. The NHTSA gave the models 4 stars overall in its review, similar to its review of its
models. However, all four including the Yukon XL got a Good rating for head protection in side
and seats and head restraints. However, â€”09 models without side airbags got a Poor rating.
Models with them received a Marginal rating. On March 28, , GM announced a recall on the
Suburban and Yukon XL in order to fix a "transmission oil cooler line that is not securely seated
in its fitting," causing the vehicle to stop and rupture the oil cooling line, resulting in the engine
to malfunction and catch fire immediately. On June 6, , GM issued another recall on the
Suburban and Yukon XL because their radio control modules may not work, and thus prevent
certain audible safety warnings. On December 5, , GM announced that it is replacing ignition key
units on the Suburban and Yukon XL after customers made complaints that the shift lever
strikes the head of the key if the tilt-adjustable steering column is in the fully up position. The
lever only can be moved out of "park" into a gear when the engine is running and the driver's
foot is on the brake. The push-button ignition features are not affected. On January 4, , GM
issued a recall on tenth-generation Suburbans and Yukon XLs from the and model years for a
potential ignition lock actuator issue, citing that they are not the right size and can cause the
ignition to get stuck in the "Start" position, and then either due to a jarring event or a "cool
interior temperature" the ignition could switch back to the "Accessory" position, resulting in a
loss of power assistance and prevent the airbags from deploying. GM is aware of this and has
moved to correct the situation and try to pinpoint the source, but assures the vehicles are safe
to drive. On May 3, , GM placed a recall on both model Suburbans and Yukon XLs over
inadequate welds on their upper front control arms, which could result in an accident or injury.
On February 4, , GM issued a recall of and Chevrolet Suburban HD models over an improperly
fixed right-hand rear-view outside mirror which GM says will be replaced for free. The recall
affected vehicles. GM discontinued tracking sales of the Yukon XL in and now includes them
with the sales of the Yukon. The sales on this chart reflect the number of Chevrolet Suburban
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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I ended up buying a truck
from this place. They added over 3k of stuff i did not asked to the contract. Be extra careful with
the paperwork. I tried to work this out but of course they never got back to me. I will never buy
from this place again. You have choices i suggest you look elsewhere for your new vehicle.
Very good experience at the dealership Christopher Curry was my salesman and he did an
outstanding job. I would recommend you take the drive to Greensboro, GA to check them out.
Dealership contacted us properly, did not burden us with constant phone calls. Had the vehicle
ready to test drive when we showed up. Great service. I received a response email thanking me
and asking me to call. They were very prompt to reply. Quite a bit of red tape to make the
purchase, but the price and the vehicle are good. The associate I am dealing with is also very
nice. The vehicle is great and worth jumping thru the hoops. Would not talk to me on email.
Demanded to have my phone or would not communicate with me. This car isn't advertised at
the moment. Therefore, I assume I missed on it. Thanks anyways!!! I'll go somewhere else,,,.
They had vehicle ready for the test drive and made the purchase very pain free. I arrived at 7
and was driving home in my new vehicle at The dealer didn't get back to me, I called several
times and didn't get the help, or information as I requested.. I just stopped contacting them.. I
am so happy and satisfied. Miguel was very professional, polite and extremely helpful. I n the
middle of this pandemic , he took care of all my needs and had me in and out in less than an
hour. Found exactly what I was looking for and at a price very close to what I wanted. SUV was
in great condition. I am very happy and will go with them again. Great customer engagement.
Gary explained the process to me and next steps. Easy to do business with Prosale Motors.
Prosale Motors was great! They knew how much I wanted that Jeep, which was in great
condition, so they did what they could with working with me. The check engine light came on
not long after I pulled off the lot typical Jeep things lol and I contacted them to let them know. I
recommend them! Communication could have been better, but the real issue was being able to
finance and that wasn't the dealers fault but the person I dealt with didn't tell me that until after
several follow up phone calls. They kept saying nothing is wrong with it but the a Jeep
dealership and second repair shop both came to the same conclusion. Their "warranty" is some
weekend warrior doing side work Do yourself a favor and deal with a company that has some
principles and a real warranty. You have been warned. Stay Away! Great dealership! Worth the
drive for me! Very helpful and easy to work with staff. I bought the car! I was actually looking for
rear wheel drive and white. The owner was very responsive and very pleasant to work with. He
was very understanding. Although I did not end up buying the car from him, I would definitely
consider buying one from him in the future if he has one in stock that meets my needs. Slow to
respond, so I took the drive hoping they still had it. They did. The pictures didn't show the
rotted out cab corners. I didn't even bother speaking to anyone. After leaving the lot I got a
response that it was still there. I purchased the car with very minor issues but those are being
resolved. They were very nice. The truck we wanted was already sold. We were able to test drive
another truck. The sales person Armonti was very helpful. Not many people need to haul 9
passengers, cubic feet of stuff and a 9,pound trailer, but for those who do the Suburban is an
American-made savior. Now in its eleventh generation, this year-old trucking wagon original still
stands as one of very few options for highly demanding drivers - and it stands tall. This year the

base LS gains standard Bluetooth connectivity alongside rear audio controls and headphone
jacks. The towing package has been expanded to include a trailer brake controller, and inch
chrome wheels are now available - in whole making the Suburban one of the most appealing
and well-rounded haulers for heavy civic duties. Only a 6-speed automatic is available for the 5
trims offered this year, while any Suburban can be fitted with 4-wheel drive 4WD instead of the
default rear-wheel RWD configuration. Just two engines power this behemoth, with the smaller
hp and lb-ft torque 5. The base LS and leathered-up LT are both offered as either a or trim, while
the luxurious LTZ is available only with the smaller engine, but either way the best possible fuel
figures top out at 21 mpg. Opting for 4WD shaves only a mile off the highway figures. The LT
adds features such as a locking rear differential, heated outside mirrors, rear parking sensors,
leather upholstery, automation for the climate control, power-adjustable pedals, remote starting
capability and a Bose stereo upgrade with 6-CD changer. The LTZ raises the bar including inch
alloy wheels, power liftgate, rain-sensing wipers, driver memory functions, power-folding
heated second-row seats, auto-dimming rear-view mirror and an even spiffier stereo with 10
speakers. Most of the higher-end features are available for the lower trim levels as options, and
highlights of the remaining options available include inch wheels, a sunroof, powered running
boards, rear-view camera, rear-seat entertainment system and, of course, towing and off-road
packages, while the seating arrangement can be configured to suit 7 to 9 passengers with
captain's chairs or benches for the first and second rows. Although you would have to
completely remove the third-row seating to fully utilize the Suburban's maximum cargo
capacity, this year's offering is undeniably modern overall, with a beautiful and functional
interior and wholly capable drivetrains anywhere in the lineup. Drivers note only a desire for
power-folding third-row seats without a single other complaint. There is definitely some truth to
the "Chevy runs deep" campaign, but it's not all about long-forgotten bygones. The Suburban is
a prime example of a very lively nameplate that is old enough to be the grandfather of most
people who would grace its driver seat. Listen closely, and grandaddy Suburban might tell you
how he survived the Korean War, the Great Emissions Repression, fashionably late competition
and a twin brother from GMC that always had something to prove. This story begins with a
commercial panel truck, but instead of a windowless cargo area, the Suburban twins were given
a large passenger compartment capable of seating eight. Essentially a station wagon built on a
truck, these Suburbans featured two doors and a two-piece tailgate ushered down the road by a
little V6 good for just 90 ponies - but what more can you expect out of a engine? As much as hp
was available in the Suburban's fourth generation, spanning '59 with horsepower before '56
trapped in the lower hundreds, or worse, and able base engines wouldn't arrive for two more
generations - most of the delays due to setbacks from the Korean conflict. GMC also launched
4WD in its Suburban for '56 - Chevrolet waited until '57, but offered it only with the V6 - each
company eventually giving two-wheel drive versions a "C" prefix and a "K" to 4WD versions.
Adequate baseline power arrived in the sixth generation's redesigned Suburban, dating from
Now with two passenger-side doors, tailgate or panel-door rear access and a look with
mainstream appeal, the '69 Suburban was notably powered by a quartet of V8s rated grossly
between and horsepower in addition to perfectly capable V6 offerings. This generation also
debuted the Custom, Custom Deluxe and Cheyenne trims, while 4WD Suburbans finally offered
an automatic transmission. Four-door Suburbans arrived for the '73 debut of the seventh
generation, as did permanently engaged 4WD. On the new horsepower rating system the
engines ranged from the base hp V6 to the hp cubic-inch V8, but by '75 available trims were the
base Custom Deluxe to the chromed-up Scottsdale and the wood-accented Silverado. The
wholly redesigned eighth generation that debuted for , and ran for the next decade, was more
aerodynamic and lighter by as much as pounds. The Electronic Spark Control efficiency system
introduced in a c. V8 amped it up to par with the pair of s in terms of power, but bested those in
fuel economy. The was the only other V8 to carry over, with the usual pair of V6s taking up the
rear. A new V8 diesel arrived on the block for '82, the stronger and more reliable 6. A new
automatic also debuted that year, boasting improved fuel economy and better engine
integration. A engine tweak on the gas-powered versions boosted power up to hp on the 5-liter
V8 and hp for the 5. The 5. A new automatic transmission for the heavyweights arrived as a kind
of prelude to the changes in store for the next generation. The '92 overhaul that rang in the
ninth generation brought the Suburban up to par with the handsome facade and functional
interior its truck brethren benefitted from over the last four years. With improved outward
visibility and ease of entry, Suburbans of this era also featured standard all-around antilock
brakes. Two-wheelers were back to being called by a "C," while 4WDs reverted to the "K"
indicator, and four-wheelers likewise gained an independent front suspension and the ability to
shift power to all wheels easily via the new Insta-Trac transfer case control. Over the course of
this 7-year generation the Suburban would undergo several engine and transmission updates to

squeeze out more power, quiet the ride and improve driving dynamics. A new 4-speed
automatic debuted for light-duty Suburbans in the generation's second year, while the following
year brought the first wave of engine improvements and a new 6. Trims changed from the
Cheyenne and Silverado starting lineup to a Base, LS, and leathered-up LT for '95, the shift
coinciding with additional standard features and tweaks for safety and comfort. The gasoline
powerplants transformed into the Vortec series for '96, the 5. The automatic gearbox was
likewise boosted to handle the added power, while an electronic transfer case opened up a spot
of floor space, replacing that with a switch at the driver's fingertips. A few tweaks improved
driving dynamics for '97, especially at lower speeds. The '98 update brought a theft deterrent
system, more transmission tweaks, Onstar and AutoTrac 4WD which pushed power to the rear
wheels until additional traction was needed. To finish out the ninth generation, Chevy just
beefed up the durability of certain components in the coolant, engine and transmission
systems. The tenth and second-most-recent generation Suburban ran from to as a shorter but
still very roomy competitor to new kids on the block like the Ford Excursion. Although interior
materials were merely so-so and it still cut through highway turbulence like boots in a fishing
net, the Suburban also offered more well-sorted space overall than any other. The base, LS and
leathered-up LT trim levels approached the line to start the generation with a few notable
engines such as the Vortec V8, good for hp and lb-ft of torque, which replaced the , and the
Vortec in the Suburban spit out hp and lb-ft of torque for a grand towing total of 10, pounds. The
'01 update bumped the Vortec numbers up to horses, and a new 8. For the following year the
could burn an ethanol mix, but the base trim level disappeared and gave the midlevel LS
powered front seats, heated mirrors and HomeLink. The big news came for '03 with the addition
of the Quadrasteer four-wheel-steering system on select trims, which improved towing stability
and reduced the turning radius significantly - a whole 8 feet - but this option lasted only 4 years.
Nevertheless, the Suburban continued up the scale with creature comfort improvements on the
interior such as tri-zone climate controls, DVD entertainment system, second-row captain's
chairs and power-adjustable pedals. Through '06 other updates included the standard inclusion
of OnStar, steering-mounted audio controls and a tire pressure monitor. The latest generation
debuted on an updated chassis for improved handling, performance, efficiency and ride
comfort. The usual powerplants carried over but with a new cylinder deactivation system to
improve fuel economy. Stability control was introduced in the previous generation, but became
standard alongside a 6-speed automatic in the for '08, and since then Chevy has made only a
few changes to the available equipment. Generally speaking most makers fix known issues
inside a few years, but the bulkiness and constant innovation of the Suburban make it a little
tough to nail down every issue straight away. The general rule here is to buy toward the end of a
generation - usually the last two or three years are not only fitted with fixes, but Chevy also
consistently improved on component durability toward the end of each generation, making
these all the more desirable. Most Suburbans are fairly reliable, with just four model years worth
avoiding like the plague - , , '01 and ' Usually it's just a silly leak or hose rubbed raw, but the
4WD, fuel pump, and braking systems are expectedly complicated with frequent issues due to
the heavy-duty nature of the Suburban beast - although you should do well by avoiding the
model years listed. If you don't mind a slight lack of amenities and a few trips to the mechanic,
the '02 is a wide-open bargain with the beefed-up engines well-tested in the previous year's
debut, but do be sure the engines have been properly serviced and retrofitted to fix the
crankshaft and fuel pressure problems. Also note the sensor and ignition systems are not the
greatest, but with the right first owner, these Suburbans are a real steal given the market's
tendency to overlook it for the less reliable '03 and its highly problematic Quadrasteer system.
Buying anything older than the '90 might not be the smartest idea, as these lack antilock rear
brakes, and picking an '86 or older Suburban will earn you a honk or two - mostly to get out of
the way. For seriously fuel-efficient cargo-carrying charisma, opt for an '08 or newer in the
current generation. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. Used Chevrolet Suburban for Sale
Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find
Chevrolet Suburban listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. Best deals first. Request Information. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer.
CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Private Seller: Hertu. Oakland, CA Message Seller.

CarGurus Pay. Read more. Chevrolet Suburban Reviews Review. I started with a 77 then an 87
then a 96 then The new one will be give or take. Love the features, traded our Premier 4 wd
Suburban havent discovered half of all I need customize. Very user friendly. First vehicle I ever
purchased sight unseen The dealership couldnt have been more accommodating!! Its the right
vehicle wrong color do not want black or white at all before LTZ with captain seats in 2nd row
reference color great if all possible. Why Use CarGurus? Chevrolet dealers in Atlanta GA.
Chevrolet dealers in Chicago IL. Chevrolet dealers in Dallas TX. Chevrolet dealers in Houston
TX. Chevrolet dealers in Los Angeles CA. Chevrolet dealers in Miami FL. Chevrolet dealers in
New York NY. Chevrolet dealers in Philadelphia PA. Chevrolet dealers in Washington DC.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. They were very kind, up
front about anything on the vehicle. Was all around a great experience. My trade in was not
fantastic, but minor detail in overall experience. Gilley was wonderful to work with! Car is just as
described and due to inclement weather, he met me at am so I could get back on the road!!
Worth driving the distance to pick up my vehicle, beautiful vehicle just as described, very
happy!! Thank you Gilley!! At first they responded, then when I asked about any engine leaks or
rust on the truck, nothing. Terrible terrible terrible. They were ok but the car that has been on
the site has been sold for a while and they offered me a more expensive one which seems
typical of dealers wanting money not customer satisfaction. Very pleasant to work with and
thoroughly answered all my questions. Helpful and courteous, even though I did not purchase a
vehicle from them. This is a auction not a dealership! They tried to trap us in the building so that
we could not leave! You are not aloud to look at the vehicles. And when I started back to the car
a woman followed me and demanded I go in the building and tried to stop me from leaveing.
They were honest about it. The salesman showed me something better in the same price range.
They responded right back but I had no way of getting to flint but I did find me an equinox
thanks so much. I didn't get the truck I wanted but they gave me a 5 year newer truck that has
no rust and a near perfect body for the same price thaks east coast auto. I wanna do my car
buying with these people love the prices from other places I have talked too very fair.
Unfortunately that truck was just sold, but they are working with me to find another good deal.
Great experience. Nice little dealership with respectful employees. They do good business.
Contacted me right away. I couldnt make it to the dealership. But they were very helpful. Went to
look at car, it needed some minor interior repairs and cleaned. Interior was very dirty. Dealer
said they would and send me pictures but never did. They then dropped the price and sold the
vehicle to someone else. Saw an ad liked what I saw went in took a test drive with Charles he
was nice and professional. I had a great experience and would have found my vehicle except
that they don't do financing. Very reputable dealership. Val is the best! I had some issues with
the truck I purchased and they were taken care of with no questions. This was above and
beyond most user care dealers in my opinion. And his associate Andrew is very knowledgeable
about vehicles and was a great help also. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chevrolet Suburban listings in
your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best
deals first. Image Not Available. CarGurus User. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Request
Information. Private Seller: just. Phoenix, AZ Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. I started with a 77
then an 87 then a 96 then The new one will be give or take. Read more. Love the features, traded
our Premier 4 wd Suburban havent discovered half of all I need customize. Very user friendly.
First vehicle I ever purchased sight unseen The dealership couldnt have been more
accommodating!! Its the right vehicle wrong color do not want black or white at all before LTZ
with captain seats in 2nd row reference color great if all possible. Why Use CarGurus? Models
also known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special
features. This SUV is good for traveling with a large family. This SUV is also good for the winter.
You may have to keep brakes up but no major issues. If you are interested in purchasing a large
SUV then This vehicle is amazing with no complaints. Take it on family vacations and have
never had a breakdown. Honestly I would buy this car over and over again if it weren't for gas
prices. I like that is very comfortable for trips. I also like have rear air conditioning and a third
row. There is ample room for luggage. The only thing I dislike is the gas mileage that it gets.
Tow capable. Navigation and DVD players. It is four wheel drive and large enough for my whole

family all times of year. I love that I can seat 9 if needed. There is room for all the athletic
equipment no matter what sport is in season. I feel safe on the road too. I don't really have any
complaints. I love all the space that my suburban provides. I can use it to get parts for my
husband's business, even from the machine shop, and then turn around and take a group of
kids out for something fun. I have had my vehicle for fifteen years. It has plenty of room for the
whole family and very durable. It has almost miles on it. I love everything about my vehicle
except how many miles I get to the gallon on the highway as well as the normal streets. The
suburban is a workhorse. I consider my vehicle a tool, it does not matter to me how fancy it is
and is not a status symbol of some sort for me - it gets me where I need to go, accommodates
my It is very old and well-used. I like how sturdy it is, and also how dependable. It has aged well
overall, although the oil leaks, requiring regular topping off between oil changes. I do not like
how Running strong at over thousand miles. Plenty of seating for our family of 5 and all of their
stuff. It is about 16 years old and still runs great. Of course it has a few problems here and there
but it will stay with me until it completely dies! It runs good gets me to where I need to go. The
brakes are out engine light always stays on. Have had it tested and shows nothing. Great for
large! This is suburban has lasted us a very long time. We have been very happy with this! This
is truly a tremendous vehicle. It is one of the most remarkable and reliable vehicles I have ever
drove. I would recommend it to someone looking for a new vehicle. It is very safe. It also very Its
drives find and runs fine it has heated seats and air in it and the heat works in the back for the
dogs and it gets nice and warm nice running vehicle in winter with 4 wheel drive that can be I
love that it has so much room for my husband and my 3 kids. And we would still have room for
some friends. We have great heat when the weather is cold, it keeps my husband and kids
warm. I have a Chevrolet SUV. What I like about it is that I can haul things if needed. What I
dislike is that the gas mileage is poor. Well I just love having a large SUV with plenty of room
and great handling. Great sound system all leather with all the options it is great on the highway
for family trips great for hauling large items and big trailers.. Well the downfall would be that it
can cost 80 in gas each time you stop but it all goes back to pay for what you want. It is
extremely reliable, ours has some issues given of how long it is been driven and used. I believe
it is a comfortable ride and driving, features are great! I love driving it because it is big It is
extremely reliable , ours has some issues given of how long it is been driven and used. What's
the Chevy Suburban wheel bolt pattern? What's the Chevy Suburban transmission fluid
capacity? What's the Chevy Suburban headlight bulb size? What's the Chevy Suburban battery
size? Where is the chevy suburban ecm located? Answers are provided by third parties. We do
not guarantee accuracy of responses. Change Year. Used Fair Market Range Zip. MPG up to.
Source FuelEconomy. Overview See below. Owner Reviews. For Sale Near Me. Exterior Photos.
Interior Photos. Color Photos. Select an Exterior Color. Light Pewter Met. Charcoal Gray Met.
Indigo Blue Met. Onyx Black. Forest Green Met. Summit White. Victory Red. Dark Camine Red.
Chevrolet Suburban Models Models also known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's
level of equipment or special features. View Details. Top Positive Owner Reviews. The good and
bad of a large SUV. Read More. If you want a vehicle that can tow, hold a Even though it is older,
it is still a It has strobes and is my only vehicle. It is truly a family car. It is great for It makes life
so convenient because of all This car has a very durable motor and plenty It is a big vehicle and
it does not stop Top Negative Owner Reviews. The suburban is an important tool for our It
requires a lot of gas, and the oil leaks, Chevy suburban family hauler. The one most important
thing others should Enough room for a good size family. I love having a large trunk space. A
truly safe and steady vehicle. Good running can in winter. Karah M wrote on February 24, Percy
R wrote on January 26, James T wrote on January 26, See All Reviews Owner Reviews For
Problems. We have a non working cb radio in ours Owner Reviews For Reliability. Combined
MPG: Owner's Choice. Road Test Video Reviews. Frequently Asked Questions. The bolt pattern
iS-Classified using two numbers for any vehicle. The first number Answer: The Chevy Suburban
transmission fluid capacity is The transmission fluid needs to be replaced every 30, to 60, miles.
Along with fluid changes, terrible sounds will come from the Being able to see at night is crucial
for driving down the road. Your lights need to be functioning or You This piece of equipment
will eventually become useless. The battery will need to be swapped out every 50, to 60, miles. It
may coSTSome money, but But what does the ECM do exactly. Well It essentially functions as
the main computer for many See all Frequently Asked Questions. Side Not Rated. See all Safety
Features. Best SUVs. Best SUVs for the money. Best Affordable SUVs with 3 rows. Best Small
SUVs. Browse By Category. Small Cars. This Texas-size wagon becomes your home-on-wheels
on a long cross country trip. Ride, handling and braking are much improved over its truck-like
predecessor. The Suburban seats eight comfortably with room for their luggage. Parking is still
awkward and fuel economy is not great. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the
vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The

dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on our
latest subscriber survey of Chevrolet Suburban owners. The owner comments describe
problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. This May the system lost all its refrigerant.
Will be repaired very soon". Given the vehicle age, in was not unexpected. Overall this vehicle is
very reliable. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or
moldings, rust. Replced it with new molding and double sided tape". Bad enough that had to
have re-painted". Paint failing where there is rust. I think the clear coat deteriorated and so the
paint has faded and is rough but its only on the hood. Paint is good everywhere else. To the
point there are holes in it". Rust coming out onto the side step-ups but no visible body rust
there at this time. Also the drivers seat wear is unacceptable, i don't see this on other vehicles.
Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration,
squeaking, brake failure or wear. The Chevrolet dealer was unable to proper diagnose and
repair the problem". Took to shop and code read ABS. Simple to fix but too expensive. Pulled
the fuse to stop it running down the battery and now drive without it". Buried in the manual, you
are told to regularly use the brake to avoid issues. We just don't use is enough and it". Required
removal of the axle to repair. Very expensive". I had installed regular version. Chevrolet dealer
sees regular version as not meeting thickness specs and will recommend replacement! Which
is wrong, third party or de". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment,
steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel
balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. We completed the trip
with no problems and then had my mechanic repair it. Finesse is lost on the highway and
steering inputs tend to overshoot. Replacing the control arm bushings and ball joints should
resolve the issue. There was no longer any assist from the power steering unit. The unit had to
be replaced. Column makes clunking noises when turning and going over small bump. Dealer
said it is noise only, not functional. If noise does not bother it is not critical to replace. It cannot
be lubricated". Put in a new steering box and power steering pump. However over the 12 years
of ownership the repairs have been few and". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related
systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Was broken into twice. I
should of done it myself. Would of saved me a few dollars". I had driven over 4 hours to pick up
my vehicle. It was very disappointing to find out that the whole front console was not
functioning at all. There were no lights at all in the console. That was a true safety feature that
would have been necessary to know about the vehicle. How can you drive any car at night with
out console lights. I had to buy a flashlight from a convenience store to see my speedometer
and gas gauge. I am not planning on buying cars from South Carolina again. Very
disappointing. I just got a key to cut on the car". Service tech could have fixed the problem at
what we thought was too great a cost. Lights on dash go on and off intermittently but service
tells us the problem they indicate does not exist. Repaired under mechanic's warranty".
Unfortunately pump is inside the gas tank. Extremely slow take off from a full stop and could
not move more than 30 MPH until fixed. Slowed down on the slightest up-hill grades. Accessory
belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Gas pump
will not stay in locked position and shuts off. Must fill by hand very slowly. Dealer claims
nothing wrong". Turned out to be broken bolts on the manifold. May need rebuild or
replacement if mechanic can't drill out the bolts and replace - caused by bolts being made of a
different medal than the engine". Another leak started after that work was done. Power or
manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors,
seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. So in the middle and back seats of the car
the seat belts can not be used or found. This is my first time paying this much for a car for it not
to have the appropriate basic safety features functional. So the rust did not keep spreading. It
creates a pressurized cabin. We have to crack a window to prevent this". Unable to detech
where it is coming from". Truck is parked outside so this is causing mold and must to form in
the cabin. It is due to the steering knuckle going bad, which I had to replace in my Tahoe a few
years ago also". I can't use the 4x4 at all, and so it is now a 2WD vehicle. And I need 4x4 in my
line of work on ranches. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch
replacement. Replace rear main seal". Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. When I came out and started it up, it
started making a clacking sound in the engine, which mechanics tell me is a lifter or valve that's
gone bad or bent. They said it isn't worth fixing it, because it would cause the engine to fail, due
to the tightness of the heads being rebuilt. I still drive it as a second driver, but only when I have
to. It's primarily my 18 year old daughters vehicle to drive. I had to buy a 2 year old Suburban to
replace it, since I didn't trust the engine to not blow on me on my trips around the U. TSB
indicates defective part from factory, but dealer will not cover repair due to vehicle mileage and

age". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Bluetooth , voice control
commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Cruise control, clock,
warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. Engine shuts off while driving no power steering or brakes, very dangerous.
Problem known and GM did a recall but I was told that my engine was not in the serial range.
Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Great wagon".
Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch
adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Reactivate now to get the information you
were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer
care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me.
Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New
Used Chevrolet Suburban Change Vehicle. There are 5 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See
All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance
Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat
pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph
from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance
is determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual
transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests,
independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims.
Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate
circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage
CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and
highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've
discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry
stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked.
Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the
avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to
its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road
imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our
expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort
Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various
heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is
for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The
Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to
other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best.
Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and
smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same
model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability
charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual
Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with
their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered serious because of cost, failure,
safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the table below. The results are
presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious
areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis,
we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for
a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction
To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than
half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by
answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or
lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving
experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving
Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate
control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid?
Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS

standard. Side air bags standard , available , standard from ESC available from , standard from
Head protection air bags available in , standard from Drive Wheels. Coverage varies among
versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions
Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say. Loose exterior trim or moldings "Body Side
Molding came loose.. Replced it with new molding and double sided tape" George D. To the
point there are holes in it" Patricia G. We just don't use is enough and it" Kevin B. Very
expensive" Mike P. Which is wrong, third party or de" Joey V. Ball joints "While on a long
distance trip a squeak developed and a fault light came on. It cannot be lubricated" K W.
However over the 12 years of ownership the repairs have been few and" Michael K. Would of
saved me a few dollars" E H. Repaired under mechanic's warranty" Mike P. Difficult to fill up gas
tank "Problem since new. May need rebuild or replacement if mechanic can't drill out the bolts
and replace - caused by bolts being made of a different medal than the engine" Ben D. Air or
water leaks "Water appears on the driver side floor. Unable to detech where it is coming from"
Patricia G. It is due to the steering knuckle going bad, which I had to replace in my Tahoe a few
years ago also" Scott K. Transmission rebuild or replacement "Replace transmission. Replace
rear main seal" Mike P. Cylinder head "At about miles, I pulled into a restaurant to eat.
Electronic ignition "RPM sensor intermittent failure. Water pump "repaired inexpensive and fast.
Great wagon" Sheldon S. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Make Model Year. Vehicle
History. Vehicle Listing Details. You'll love getting behind the wheel of this Chevrolet Suburban
LS, which is complete with amenities such as a rear air conditioning, a leather interior, the
Homelink system, and anti-lock brakes. It comes with a 8 Cylinder engine. You can trust this
SUV because it has a crash test rating of 4 out of 5 stars! Keep the tunes going with features
like CD player. Save time with the Homelink system. Call today to take this vehicle for a spin!
We'll buy your vehicle even if you don't buy ours. Our quick no haggle experience allows you to
buy easier and faster. Due to our current high volume sales our inventory changes quickly and
frequently. Please contact us to make sure the vehicle you are interested in is still available. Our
Internet pricing is based on cash sale purchases. Financing is available on select inventory
depending on year miles and individual credit score acceptable to third party lenders. Visit Car
Sales Express online at Didn't pass our inspection but could be useful to you. If you are handy
and looking for a project or parts truck this one is for you! Vehicle must be towed away. Recent
Arrival! This is a fresh trade that has not and will not be serviced. This is just an alternative to
taking it to the auction. Here at Glassman Automotive we believe in delivering superior service
and respect for our customers time. With Glassman Assurance you can expect us to go above
and beyond your expectations. We don't want to sell you a car we want to ''Help you buy one''.
Welcome to Shea Automotive! Stop on in or call to schedule a test drive! Good credit, or bad
credit, we are able to offer rates as low as 3. Come to the Sherman Oaks region and consult with
us about selling your car. Our low overhead allows us to offer you more money. If you are in
need of returning a lease, come to our dealership and we may even be able to buy out your
lease return and save you penalty fees, especially if you are over your mileage limit or have a
minor damage on your car! Call or visit our Pre-owned Car Dealership today! Great price! Full
size SUV with room for your whole family. V8, 3rd row seating and more. Please contact our
internet sales department at The remained in the Salem, OR area where it was routinely dealer
serviced and properly cared for until where it was pass on to its second ownership in southern
Washington State. This Suburban is presented in its original factory Summit White exterior
paint over all original Gray leather interior. It is powered but its 5. Above its well-appointed
standard features, this Suburban comes fully optioned with the following: LT Preferred
equipment group to include 6-way power heated driver and passenger bucket seats, In dash 6
disc CD player with rear seat audio controls and Bose Premium speakers, 1st and 2nd row
leather seating surfaces, power fold and adjust heated outside mirrors with turn signal and
driver side auto self dimming, Electronic Climate Control, Onstar Communication System and
Steering wheel mounted controls. Other factory options include: Electric sliding sunroof, air
bag side impact driver and front passenger, locking rear differential, towing package to include
trailering equipment and transmission oil cooler, lift gate with lift glass, Cargo package, 16 inch
aluminum wheels, Homelink Universal transmitter etc. Today, as a result of responsible
ownership and at miles, this remains in quite remarkable, all original condition in all areas. The
Summit White exterior paint shows excellent with minimal expected wear, the grey leather
interior is wonderful in all areas with very minor expected wear on the driver seat, the engine
compartment is clean and tidy. Mechanically, this Suburban performs excellent, the motor pulls
strong, transmission shifts smooth, the 4 wheel drive engages and disengages seamlessly, it
tracks straight and stops true. The example here stands extremely tall amongst its peers and

has plenty of life and utility to offer its new owner. So that we can offer you the best pre-owned
vehicle that money can buy. A-1 Auto Wholesale is known for having the best quality vehicles
for the Best Prices in town! A-1 Auto wholesale strives on passing down great prices to our
customers. A business committed to treating our customers with care they deserve! Call us
today at to schedule a test drive! Gary Russ Chevrolet-Cadillac, for the hassle-free and
professional buying experience you deserve. No Fuss with Russ. Pre-Auction Car. This vehicle
failed to meet Breakaway Honda's retail used car inspection. Some of these Pre-Auction cars
are unreliable or unsafe based on Breakaway Honda's standards and are therefore deemed
"Tow Away";. No Warranty is expressed
brown ford probe
trailer light plug wiring diagram
1997 ford escort interior
or implied. Prices are Non-Negotiable. Cars will not be held. Cash or Certified Funds are
required at time of purchase. Drivers License and Proof of Insurance required. Free Car Fax
Available. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. All 3, Listings. Enter
your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery
available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 3, Cylinders
8 cylinders 3, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with
recent price drops. Price Drop. Not provided. No accidents. Close Deery Brothers of Ames, Inc.
New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 3, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I bought my 4WD
'burban new and finally gave it to the kids at , miles. Very reliable and got over 17mpg on
freeway! Extremely comfortable to drive and handled like a luxury car. My other 4WD owning
friends referred to it as "the pillow barge". I wish i still had it. Sign Up.

